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Opportunity Starts Here

UCF Leads Effort to Improve Nation’s Power Grid with
$3.2 Million Grant
Most people don’t think about electricity until they
don’t have it.
The sight of a solar farm doesn’t typically inspire
people to wonder how the harnessed energy
travels through power transmission networks,
how it will be distributed to consumers, whether
the technology is state-of-the-art, or if there is
an adequate workforce that’s trained in smart
grid technology.
With a $3.2 million grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), a large, national
consortium of partners led by UCF is exploring
these topics to ensure Americans keep the lights on.
The FEEDER (Foundations for Engineering
Education for Distributed Energy Resources) grant
is part of DOE’s $12 million investment to improve
and sustain distributed energy technologies through
four national consortia that will improve how

Americans get electrical power and prepare
for a national shift from traditional electricity
sources to renewables such as solar and wind.
Zhihua Qu, chair, UCF Electrical and
Computer Engineering, is the lead researcher,
and UCF’s Florida Solar Energy Center
(FSEC) is also on the team.
FEEDER partners (listed below) met in
July to kick-start their work. Topics included
distributed control technology, optimization,
advanced communication, and renewable
power generation.
Educating the future smart-grid workforce is
a key goal. FEEDER will establish a crossinstitutional curriculum, facilitate research
collaborations and incorporate the latest and most
relevant findings into new educational materials.
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Southern Company, Duke Energy, Florida Power & Light,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Kentucky Power,
Orlando Utilities Commission, Lakeland Electric,
The East Kentucky Power Cooperative
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University of Central Florida
University of Kentucky
University of South Carolina
Florida State University
Auburn University
University of Arkansas
University of Florida
University of Pittsburgh

UCF is lead partner
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NATIONAL LABS
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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INDUSTRY
PARTNERS
ABB, LEIDOS, Mitsubishi Power Systems,
Northern Plains Power Technologies,
OSI Soft LLC, S&C Electric Company,
SAIC, Schneider Electric, Siemens
Texas Instruments, United Technology Corp.

WE’RE ON TO SOMETHING
In recent stories on The Today Show, NBC Nightly
News, ABC World News Tonight, the BBC and
many more, the world heard about UCF aerospace
engineering alumnus and doctoral student Albert
Manero and his team of fellow UCF engineering
students who built and delivered a robotic arm to a
6-year-old boy, Alex Pring, whose birth defect means
he has no right arm starting from where his elbow
would be.
The team of mechanical, civil and electrical engineers
made the arm in their spare time using 3D printing
technology in the UCF engineering machine shop
(now known as the UCF Manfacturing Lab).
Because of our students’ teamwork, compassion and
technical talent, Alex entered first grade in August
able to toss a ball and ride a bike more easily.
In all, the arm cost $350 in a marketplace where
prosthetics can cost $40,000 and insurance won’t pay
for children’s prosthetic limbs. Our students posted
the blueprints online to make them available to
anyone in the world and offer promise to thousands
of children like Alex.
Michael Georgiopoulos, Ph.D.
Dean

This inspiring story defines our college and UCF. As
a university that is the second-largest in the nation,

and as a college that is among the largest, we expect
a lot more similarly inspiring efforts.
At the UCF College of Engineering and Computer
Science, we encourage all of our more than 8,000
students to bring forth world-changing solutions
that can be developed here and delivered through
creativity, innovation and collaboration – the
hallmarks of our success and the guiding principles
of the UCF Engineering Leadership & Innovation
Institute (eli2).
As part of the national maker movement, we are
thrilled to announce the grand opening of four
UCF-Certified Maker Spaces – a complex of
laboratories that spur creativity, innovation and
high-tech prototyping. These labs are the latest
offering from eli2. You can read more in this
newsletter’s insert.
At UCF, we’re taking engineering and computer
science education to the next level and I’m thrilled to
be a part of it.
		

		
Michael Georgiopoulos, Ph.D.
		Dean

STUDENT SUCCESSES

National Champions:
UCF Cyber Defenders

Need for Speed:
#1 in the Southeast

Top 3 in Nation:
UCF Programming Team

Established in 2013, the UCF Collegiate Cyber
Defense Competition Team won the 2014 title
in Raytheon’s national competition, besting 179
other teams. As winners, this team of eight devoted
competitors had their photo displayed in Times
Square, New York; and met the nation’s top federal
cyber security staff, including the White House and
the NSA.

Knightrike, designed and built by seven mechanical
engineering students, raced to first-place finishes in
the speed, endurance and innovation categories to
earn the overall No. 1 rank at the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers Human Powered Vehicle
Challenge. Teams from 36 universities converged
on the UCF campus to compete for cash prizes and
bragging rights.

In the “World Cup” of computer programming
competitions, UCF placed third in the nation and
21st in the world. UCF was among 122 teams that
competed in the ACM International Collegiate
Programming Contest in Russia, after advancing
from a pool of 8,000 regional teams. UCF’s most
winning team has placed in the top three in the
Southeast region for 33 consecutive years.

UCF

RECEIVED

$29

million

from Lockheed Martin
to fund workplace training for students.

UCF is their #1
workforce supplier.

FUNDING THEIR QUEST TO WIN

With generous support received this year from the Eustace-Kwan Family Foundation, the UCF
Programming Team can concentrate on practicing their skills – outside of their classes – without the need
to hold a job or procure other scholarship funding. Teammates practice 35 to 40 Saturdays a year, and often
practice during the week. The seven-hour Saturday practices simulate the five-hour contest, with the extra
time spent on analysis and feedback. The funding from this donor has also supported new practice lab space
and traveling expenses to regional and international competitions.

OUR STARS

SNAPSHOT OF UCF’S FOUR
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH CENTERS

OUR PEOPLE DOING GREAT WORK

Electric Vehicle Transportation Center
FUNDING: $3 MILLION FEDERAL AND $1.5 MILLION MATCHING

Helps transportation planners prepare our nation’s highways for the influx of
electric and plug-in electric vehicles, while developing “smart-grid” applications
that will strengthen the ability to accommodate the power demands of these
vehicles. EVTC is the focal point in the U.S. Department of Transportation’s
goal of integrating alternative-fuel vehicles to achieve a sustainable
transportation system.

PARTNERS
University of Central Florida (lead partner); University of Hawaii; Tuskagee University

NCTSPM Tier 1
University Transportation Center
FUNDING: $1.2 MILLION FEDERAL AND $1.2 MILLION MATCHING

The National Center for Transportation Systems Productivity and Management
researches safety issues, infrastructure (state-of-good repair) and more.
An example project explores low visibility road conditions and the development
of a real-time monitoring and prediction system.
• Big data for safety monitoring, assessment and improvement
• Crash modification factors and the Highway Safety Manual
• Integrated simulation and safety
• Socio-demographic and cultural factors in safety across geography

PARTNERS
University of Central Florida (lead partner); Georgia Institute of Technology; Florida International University;
University of Alabama at Birmingham

SAFER SIM Tier 1
University Transportation Center
FUNDING: $540,000 FEDERAL; $270,000 MATCHING

Uses simulation techniques to address safety issues prioritized by the U.S.
Department of Transportation.
• Pedestrian and bicycle safety
• Safety of roadway users
• Roadway design and safety evaluations
• Traffic operations and safety evaluations

PARTNERS
University of Iowa (lead partner); University of Wisconsin, Madison; University of Massachusetts, Amherst;
University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez

Southeastern Transportation Center Region 4
University Transportation Center
FUNDING: $500,000 FEDERAL AND $500,000 MATCHING

Works towards comprehensive safety of transportation systems in the
Southeastern United States, researching sociology and safety cultures in
the region. Gathers and curates relevant data; integrates human factors with
infrastructure use; implements and enriches the Highway Safety Manual and
similar tools; applies these to all operations related to moving people and goods.

PARTNERS
University of Tennessee (lead partner); University of Alabama; University of Alabama Birmingham; University of
South Florida; University of Kentucky; North Carolina A&T State University; University of North Carolina Chapel
Hill; Clemson University

STUDENT
Swetha Barkam, silk spinner
Helping the world one cocoon at a time, nanobiotechnology researcher Swetha Barkam
extracts raw silk from cocoons to create
polymer-based technology for commercial
use in products such as “smart patches” which
would get resorbed into the body, minimizing
cost and health risk. The goal: fully green,
sustainable and inexpensive healthcare
solutions for underprivileged populations. Barkam, a doctoral student in the
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, is a graduate senator
in student government and a recipient of UCF’s 2014 Extreme Leadership
Scholarship.

FACULTY

W. Linwood Jones,
hurricane tester
Hurricane surveillance is improving with the
help of a microwave remote sensor known as
HIRAD (Hurricane Imaging Radiometer)
that can measure ocean surface wind speed
and rain rates while on-board a high-flying
unmanned research aircraft. HIRAD will
fly over Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea
hurricanes in NASA’s Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) field
program. Dr. Jones, a professor in the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, leads the research team that is also responsible for
data analysis software and validation of hurricane wind speed and rain rate
measurements.

ALUMNUS

Jason Dunn, '07 and '09,
3D printing space pioneer
The International Space Station received
its first 3D printer thanks to the pioneering
efforts of UCF aerospace engineering alumnus
Jason Dunn, co-founder of Made In Space,
Inc. The company’s 3D printer passed final
NASA certifications and launched on a
SpaceX cargo resupply mission in September.
3D printing in space will streamline the way
spare parts, tools and even satellites get to space. Hardware can be “e-mailed”
to space instead of being carried from Earth on a rocket. Dunn dreams to see
human colonization in space during his lifetime. “If we can sustain life in space,
solving issues of water, food and waste disposal, then we will be able to solve the
same problems on Earth,” he says.

RANKED

#7

BEST GRADUATE ENGINEERING SCHOOL

FOR HISPANICS
-Hispanic Business Magazine (2014)

AN ARM FOR ALEX
UCF engineering students transform lives;
captivate world with 3D-printed robotic arm
Led by UCF doctoral student and Fulbright Scholar Albert Manero, AE,
’12 and ’14, the Limbitless Solutions team (aka “UCF Armory”) made a
3D printed robotic arm in July for 6-year-old Alex, who was born missing
most of his right arm. Made with off-the-shelf parts, the arm cost just
$350 (traditional prosthetics cost $40,000). The team selflessly posted
the blueprints online so that children around the world like Alex
can benefit. The team involves UCF engineering undergraduates
and alumni in computer, mechanical and civil engineering.
View/download blueprints of Alex’s arm:
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:408641
Since delivering Alex’s robotic arm, Limbitless Solutions at UCF
has received requests from people worldwide needing limbs. The
team continues to build limbs for others, including two 6-yearolds from Virginia and Florida. They are now establishing satellite
Limbitless Solutions teams at other engineering colleges in the
United States. Contact UCF at 407-823-0230 to find out more.
In October, the team won a national Dream Team award from
STEAM Carnival for their work inspiring education in the
science, technology, engineering, art and math (STEAM) fields.

Support the team

Top: Alex, left, on his grandfather’s lap,
meets Manero at UCF for a fitting.

Donate to a scholarship to help a future student like
Alex pursue a STEM degree at UCF by visiting
http://UCFFoundation.org or emailing Robin.Knight@ucf.edu.

Teammates help Alex put on his new
arm at a UCF press conference,
while his mother looks on.

L-R: Teammates Tyler Petresky,
Joe Massimo and Mateo Alvarez get
to work on the arm after a fitting.

AUTISTIC STUDENTS GET SOCIAL WITH UCF AVATARS
The beauty of TLE TeachLivE™ had always been
evident in its software and its soft touch, enhancing
human-to-human interactions in a variety of
learning environments. Yet, even Charles Hughes
and his interdisciplinary team were surprised when
advancements in the treatment of autism surfaced.

Professor Charles Hughes demonstrates
the avatars behind TeachLivETM.

“No one expected this. We thought this would help
with their social skills; it went far beyond,” says
Hughes, a UCF computer science professor who
created TLE TeachLivE™ along with professors
Lisa Dieker and Mike Hynes in the UCF College of
Education and Human Performance.
TeachLivE™ has been recognized nationally
for excellence in classroom simulation since its
introduction in 2006. It was used in an experimental
attempt to engage teenage autistic students through
avatars – computer versions of real people in a virtual
setting. All students had previously struggled to
engage or show any social interest with others.
Until they entered the “classroom.”

OPPORTUNITY

STARTS HERE

There, for eight minutes – a relative lifetime – the
students interacted, initiated, asked and answered.
They were social.
One boy was so enamored he asked an avatar on a
date. Eventually, he did the same with a real girl,
ushering in a whole new world of interaction.
“He now opens his house to friends, which he had
never done before. It was quite a surprise,” Hughes
says.
It’s a potential landmark in the treatment of autism.
Research is ongoing.
In the Synthetic Reality Laboratory (dubbed
SURREAL) at the UCF Institute for Simulation
and Training, Hughes and company developed a
program that made a name for itself by teaching
teachers. Now, they are virtually breaking ground in
helping autistic students learn about themselves.

For more information about the COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE
see <<<cecs.ucf.edu >>>
Connect with us on social media at:
Facebook: UCFEngineering • Twitter: @UCFCECS • YouTube: http://bit.ly/1cCfX2m

